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00 Thesis Statement 
This thesis explores the relationship between structural setting and 
space provided for people to use, how and whether structure can pro-
vide flexibility as well as restriction/guidance of space for users. As 
end-users do not have the power to alter the structure of a building, 
what kind of spaces, how much flexibility for re-arrangement provid-
ed by the structure is determined once the building is constructed. 
‘Flexibility，normally aims at total freedom, but it does not mean that is 
always the best solution on space provision. If architect can plan, pre-
dict or shape the spaces for end users, at the same time leave some 
guides for users to re-partition, re-shape the space in future, this will be 
the best result instead. So the design focuses in how structural com-
ponents can indicate and define spaces, with possibility to re-arrange. 
The program selected in this thesis is a birth centre. It is only chosen 
as a demonstration of how a design begins with a structural idea and 
ends with space provision for expected program use.with flexibility. 
The value/importance of this thesis is to encourage people to con-
sider how flexibility is provided and controlled in architectural domain. 
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01 Inspirations 
More space for other activit ies 
Flexibility in Furniture ： Transformation of a dinning table 
Larger table for more people 
Return of Shell 
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Generation of Empty Shell Left-over Shell Occupation of Empty Shell Occupation of New Shell 










Off-set printing works,fanklin, Indiana The Arch, Hong Kong 10m 
Mapping of Structural Infill of Two Extreme Cases 
(Main structural elements are marked as red) 
Original Image from 'Flexible Housing', Tatjana Schneider & Jeremy Tlllg Layers Designer 
A building can be interpret-







Among these levels, archi-
tects participate much in 
Structure, Facade. 
As structure, especially 
infill structure, determines 
the setting out and pos-
sible arrangement of the 
interior, this level is cho-
sen for further study to see 
how architect can improve 
[flexibility] at this level. 
Layer Concept 
01 Inspirations 
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01 Inspirations 




Application ？ Variations y 
Tension cable Cross L Shape Circular 






Panel with opening L Shape 
Surface 




Interpretation of Basic Structural Elements 
02 Categorization of Infill Structure 
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Multifunctional Gym in Losone 
Without Infill 
Mueller Staufen House Saint Benedict Chapel Single Family House 




Yellow House in Flims Serpentine Pavilion 2009 Nemunoki Children's Museum of Art 
Off-set Printing Works Building 
Column 
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Koga Municipal Park Cafe Alfredo Apartment and Office Building Single Room House 
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Koga Municipal Park Visitor Centre Retail Building Conversion 
Column 
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Gifu Apartment Sejima Wing . 」 
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Art Museum Bregenz House with One Wall 
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Schoolhouse in Paspels 
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House in Plum Grove 
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Barcelona Pavilion Residential Complex at St Gallen 
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02 Categorization of Infill Structure 
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Basel Trade Tower and Trade Centre Oi Man Estate, Public Housing Farnsworth House Esherick House American Republic Insurance Company 
Volume 
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Tama Art Library Honda Walk Showroom H Leutschenbach School 
Varying 17 









03 Study from 'Flexible Housing 
Planned/ Forecast of living style 
Generating unique unit types 
Minimizing repeating unit types, while can be 
achieved by standard construction method 
① FIXED & VARIOUS UNITS 
Response to various 
needs 
ALTERNATIVES (UNITS) 
-Effectiveness of planning with each unit 
as unique 
-Extra cost in design and build, unless to 
articulate with conventional standard 
construction method 
-Mass customization 
t t f t 
Planning/ Forecast of living style with 
rich provision of rooms for specific use 
Creating different settings of rooms for 
associated activities 
Allocation of structure may determine the 
partition, even be partit ion itself 
Response to daily change 
of activities 
(by movement of users) 
V 
© RICH TYPES OF ROOMS ALTERNATIVES (ROOMS) 
Ways to Achieve Flexibility 
-Collaboration with users and architect 
for understanding the needs 
• Future change, if any, may be difficult if 
partitioning is by structural wall 
18 
03 Study from 'Flexible Housing 
1 
© MOVABLE PARTITIONS 
Planning/ Forecast of living style with 
expected change of daily activities 
Creating different ways of combinations and 
settings for associated activities, 
Allocation of structure may suggest the location, 
the arrangement of movable partitioning, result 
different spatial conditions 
Response to daily change 
of activities (by adjust-
ment of partitioning) 
ADJUSTMENTS 
-Efficiency of the partitions 
-Frequency of use 
-Maintenance cost,durability 
-Easiness to move, Reluctance from user 
to use 
Open space provided for 
end-users'planning 
Generation of empty space except structure, 
normally in column form 
Capable of modification by repartitioning 
@ FREE PLANS 
Ways to Achieve Flexibility 
Response to uncertainty 
ADAPTABILITY 
-Any guideline for further manipulation 
-Users pay for all partitioning 
-Engagement with designer for the 
use 
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No. of Unit Types 
S t r a t e g y A d o p t e d 
(SINGLE HOUSE) 
® 




Flexible arrangement of partition walls 
Perimeter shearwall 
① 














Turning Door Sliding Door 
Structure Wall Infill Wall 














[Flexibility] by Various Units 
Rental Mass Housing 
107 units in total 
Case study - Gifu Kitagata Apartments, Sejima Wing 
21 
04 Strategy - from Structure to Spatial Flexibility 
Plan for typical unit 7.2m Structure-Grid 
M r v i n 
Structure weakly 
defined: 
public & private 
at Zoning scale 
ACCESS CORRIDOR 
— L I V I N G UNIT 
「 INTERNAL CIRCULATION 
Choices of move-
ment 
Across the zone 
M 
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Structure strongly 
defined: 
programs of rooms 
at Room scale 
Japanese 
A :CLSSCORR >0R 
Style 
Room 
Terrace Bedroom Kitchen 
.•U Ra :h/ 
let ... 
I 
Choices of movement 
Across the room 
Analysis at Building Level 
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04 Strategy - fit^m Structure t<> Spatial llexibHity 
t r 
04 Strategy - fit^m Structure t<> Spatial llexibHity 
In terpretat ion o f f lexib i l i ty at bu i ld ing level 
Typical floor plan - Allocation ofshearwalls 
Typical floor plan - Allocation of units 
Linear arrangement of building - Shallow depth suggests design at room level 
Mass Customization of Spaces for different unit types-107 units in total for providing possibility for different lifestyles 
Possible future changes by moving into another unit, a dynamic process involving movement of families. 
c 
Unit Organization pattern - Linear Propagation _ Unit arrangement 
吟 Defining units 
_ Defining public space 
Analysis at Building Level 23 
as unit de5niria element 
Unit 
Floor slab as horizontal reference 
Wall as vertical reference 
JT •Jrrrl j-
i r S i a S 
Spacing for endwalls-
control for unit distribution 
Spacing of infill structural wall _ 
control the size of room 
Determine the module but 
no indication for omission of floor 
slab- creation of double void 
Analysis at Building Level (Elevation/Section) 24 
Room 
Floor slab as horizontal guideline 
Wall as vertical guideline 
PPW 
Double volume 
Discontinuation of floor slab 
画 
04 Strategy - from Structure to Spatial Flexibility 
Infill Structure 
Basic Idea 
Floor Slab + Vertical Support 
Elevation/Section Implication of Structure 
No guideline for floor height; 
placement of floor slabs is not 
informed by structure 
Access corridor 
Continuous slab/path 
No support wall Provision of obstruction-free 
t] n 
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04 Strategy - from Structure to Spatial Flexibility 
Analys is o n A x o n o m e t r i c 
Extended/Cantilever walls 
unit defining element 
Support at ground 




Zoning and Structural system 
Infill wall as structure and 
room defining element 
Access corridor as cantilever 





D i f f e ren t resul ts a c h i e v e d 
f r o m d o u b l e v o l u m e 
Separation for 2 parts 
As private part 
Generation of spaces for 
different lifestyles 
Analysis on Axonometric/Section/Double Volume 
m 
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04 strategy - from Structure to Spatial Flexibility 
[Flexibility] by Free Space 
Apartment Housing 
37 units in total 
Case study - Montereau Apartment Housing 26 
04 Strategy - fit^m Structure t<> Spatial llexibHity 












Service core and 
remaining space 
Analysis at Building Level 27 
04 strategy - from Structure to Spatial Flexibility 
Interpretation of flexibility at building level 
Typical floor plan - Allocation of shearwall 
© 
Typical floor plan - Allocation of units 
Windmil l arrangement of bui ld ing structure provides 4 identical units 
Connected wall provide structurally stable form and cantilever for defining boundary of each unit 
without obstruction (except service core) 
Structure defines both 1) boundary for each unit, 2) circulation space/ main core volume 
Unit Organization pattern - Unit arrangement 
Windmill Rotation - Defining units 
Defining public space 
Analysis at Building Level 
28 
04 strategy • from Structure to Spatial Flexibility 
I n t e r p r e t a t i o n o f S t r u c t u r e 
Access cor r idor 
Defining public area 
Part of the structure defining 
entire public zone 
Analysis at Building Level 
Living area 
Defining units 
Entire shearwall defining the 
boundary of units 
T r e a t m e n t o n t h e e d g e 
ad 
Parapet wal l as re in fo rcement 
for f loor slab 
Repet i t ion of f loors 
X 10 
Bending of floor slab 
Horizontal Stiffener as parapet 
Reinforc ing of s t ruc ture 
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05 Program & Site Selection 
i^^rmM 
Base on the actual govern-
ment planning in North Lantau 
region for development in hos-
pital services and the statistics 
and estimation of baby birth by 
Mainlaind women, a birth cen-
tre target for mainland pregnant 
women is proposed and chosen 
as a demonstration of the de-
sign under this thesis topic. 
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Public hospitals for Kowloon West Cluster 
Existing Cluster 
•Caritas Medical Centr 
•Kwal Chung Hospital 
•Kwong Wah Hospital 
-Our Lady of Maryknolt Hospita 
-Princess Margaret V 
-TWGHsWongTalS 
•Yan Chai Hospital 
m / ^ / 1 i 
1
 辟 
Phase 1 of NLH development Phase 2 of NLH development 0 
2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 
Births Born in Hong Kong by Mainland Women 
Government Policy & Estimation of Baby Birth 
30 
05 Program & Site Selection 
06 Development of Structural Strategy 
Research from Hong Kong con-
ventional dimension of cubicles 
in hospitals provides the refer-
ence figure of the possible size 
of the separation between struc-
tural member. 
Eventually a long span structure 
is developed, which can be eas-
ily divided and fit for the setting 
up of cubilces, or providing a 
large space for other activities. It 
is a shear wall and beam system 
instead of column and beam 





Mixed spans structure 
6.6m 
Standard 6-bed cubicle 
dimension in Hong Kong 
Explorations on Designing Structural System Long span structure 
32 
06 Development of Structural Strategy 
The Long span structure con-
sists of shear walls, beams and 
floor slabs. It allows the creation 
of a large space, at the same 
time the formation of deep beam 
which forms either a parapet or a 
beam possibly for service zone. 
The structure clearly defines 
space and form an overall struc-
turally stable system. 
Load path diagram Member size 
Long Span Structure 
33 
07 Design Exploration 
Exploration on basic unit. 
Different results can be obtained 
through simple operations of el-
ements. The results can be fur-







Beam location Floor to floor height 
Grounded Hanging (elevation view) 
34 
07 Design Exploration 
Since the beams at the facade 
can be placed above or below 
the floor slab, intriguing condi-
tions can appear. Even the ap-
pearance looks same on differ-
ent bays, internal condition can 
be different and vice versa. 
k 1 
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Facade same, floor different Facade different, floor different 





Formal growth of units allows 
explorations especially for site 
responce and reactions to sur-
roundings, or catering for inter-
nal program needs, or even the 
formation of courtyard space 
etc. 
Formal Growth 
Growth with higher level 
Corner Treatment 
36 
07 Design Exploration 
07 Design Exploration 
The form of building can be ex-
tended in different ways in this 
huge site. The developement 
can be divided into several stag-
es. 
It can serve as possibilities for 
considering future extensions 
for more needs. The formal 
growth of units is then used to 
investigate how the form propa-




07 Design Exploration 
Beams located at facade 
l i 
Expression of the building on facade As parapet wall 
Beams located at middle 
As space dividing tool; 
guiding element for circulation 






Possible extensions for new wing Arrangements to provide wide open view 
39 
07 Design Exploration 
The long span structure under-
goes further exploration on sec-
tional level. 
The creation of possibilities /dif-
ference and the integration of cir-
culation are main considerations 
in this series of explorations. 
The development starts from no 
circulation, to single loaded and 
then to double loaded. 
Double loaded condition is cho-
sen because of its higher effi-
ciency of providing ward space, 
while treating the shear wall as a 
single element defining the width 
of the double loaded space, in-
stead of two separate shear walls 
with nothing in between. 
By using shear wall openings, 
circulation path is suggested 
which can divide the big space 
into different zones with different 
size and setting, with the con-
sideration of different location of 
openings and their match up. 






07 Design Exploration 
structurally, the system consists 
of vertical support (shear wall) 
and horizontal support { beam 
and floor slab). Formation of 
multi-storey can be interpreted 
as the combination of these 2 el-
ements. 
Conceptually, the design can 
be interpreted as the combina-
tions of different floors, and each 
of them varies according to the 
setting of beams and the open-
ing on the shear wall ( as indica-
tion of circulation route). Each 
floor's setting can affect another, 
e.g. the downward beam at the 
facade implies a parapet-free 
space on the floor above; the 
absence of middle beam implies 
the presence of beam above the 
floor, which separate the space 
into 2 zones naturally. 
+ 
As vertical structure + horizontal structure 
As combination of floors, stacking up 
Interpretation on Combinations of Floors 
42 
07 Design Exploration 
With different settings of struc-
tural allocations, different ways 
of spatial division can be brought 
and implied. 
Within each type, it is also pos-
sible and easy to consider re-ar-
rangement in future when there 
are program needs. 
Again, it is important to note that 
such design of structural alloca-
tion is actually based on initial 
planning, which is neither too 
rigid, nor totally free for sugges-
tion on spatial division and use 
for users. 
In this way, architect can plan, 
shape and forcast activities for 
users and suggest them for any 
furture re-arrangement. 
Shearwall and beams 
Setting A 
Possible setting Possible setting 2 
Shearwall and beams 
Setting B 
Possible setting 1 Possible setting 2 





Flexibility- Structure-implied arrangements 
43 
08 Design Outcome 
Arrangement in different struc-
tural openings of shear walls pro-
vide rich possibilities of different 
volumes for program needs. 
By determining the openings on 
shearwalls, circulations can be 
suggested and volumes will be 
further divided. 
Through this logic, birth centre's 
programs can be fit in different lo-
cations, according to way/nature 
of the openings and the match up 
between shear walls and beams 
in different levels, and such set-
tings will suggest programs like 
ward area, operations etc. which 
is initially planned. 
For program distribution, basical-
ly it is done by dividing the linear 
form into small regions, which 
mainly serve as either public 
ward, private/luxurious ward, 
operations, staff area, facilities , 
services etc. 
By careful/good control in logis-
tics and workflow, the birth centre 
can work efficiently. 
Shearwall openings Circulation route 
with 1 component with 2 components with 3 components with 4 components 
o 
Relationship between Shearwall Openings and Circulation 
44 
08 Design Outcome 
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o i 、 Midi™ as gQg 
Openings Aligned 
Openings not aligned 
3 Openings 
2 Hierarchies - Structural varia-
tions & Interior variations allow 
guided possibilities for current 
use of programs and future re-
arrangement of space. 
For the first hierarchy, the open-
ing of shear walls determine pos-
sible linkage within each zone, 
the location of beam then de-
termines any separation within 
the zone and the atmosphere 
inside the space (by controlling 
the openess to outside). The 
combination of two creates suit-
able match-up to choose when 
conceiving the program of the 
particular space and possible re-
arrangements. 
For the second hierarchy, the in-
ternal settings provide different 
ways of shaping of space for a 
program, e.g. which types of cu-
bicle, whether it is more luxurious 
or more public etc. This freedom 
is provided by the initial large 
space provision by the struc-
ture, but with certain guidance on 
partitioning that already given at 
structural level. 
Upward beam at middle 
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Variations in Structural Settings and Interior Settings 
46 
Variations in Interior Sett in 
08 Design Outcome 
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This section demonstrates how 
different spaces are gener-
ated through the manipulations 
of setting of beams and shear" 
wall openings, and services 
can be integrated in an efficient 
way. With other settings, differ-
ent possibilities and usages of 
space can be created in same 
manner. 
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08 Design Outcome 
Perspective - Baby Watching 
Perspective - Nursing Station 
49 











Perspective “ Ward 
50 
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Perspective - Diagnostic/Operation 
51 
08 Design Outcome 
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This model indicates multi-sto-
rey setting of the structure. It 
is possible to create openings 
at different positions on shear-
wall that maintain the stability 
of shearwall, and allow different 
conditions on different floors. The 
beams' locations also shape the 
condition internally that will de-
termine the use of space, or the 
future re-arrangement. 
There are many other possibili-
ties, by using these possiblities, 
different results are adopted for 
different zones. And this allows 
us to design different spaces us-
ing same logic. 
Structural Model - Module 
54 
08 Design Outcome 
08 Design Outcome 
The horizontal delivery of ser-
vices can be articulated by the 
structural depth of beam. For 
vertical delivery, it is possible to 
be absorbed within the shear-
wall cavity, or attached to the 
shear wall. This is considered to 
be efficient and it is investigated 
in the spectial study. 
Service Study 
55 
This model indicates the circu-
lation in the whole building. It 
consists of many modules that 
are eventually linked. There are 
many possible types of shear 
wall openings and beam setting 
that shape the circulation route, 
with the further partitioning of 
rooms etc, circulations/corridors 
(represented in red) are gener-
ated. 
By controlling the zoning, each 
major zone consists of around 
3 modules. Such impression of 
long circulation does not mean 
people are necessarily requried 




Outcome 08 Desig 
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08 Design Outcome 
This model indicates purely the 
formation of space by structural 
members. A rhythm is generated 
at the facade such that it would 
not be a repeating expression, 
and it can imply zoning inside. 
It also shows how an overall de-
sign can be achieved through 
the same structural strategy, 
with different possibilites and 
zoning provided. 
The model also indicates the 
possible extension at the end of 
the building. 
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09 Special Study -Relationship between structure and ward arrangement » 
structure allocation and ward arrangement 





Structure Grid Overlapping with Ward Units 
8400 
Typical Dimensions & Proportion of Cubicle 
6100 
7100 
Relationship between structural grid 
and ward arrangements 
1 Column grid is larger than 1 6-bed cubicle 
Extra area is for sanitary fitment for the individual cubicle 
59 
09 Special Study -Relationship between structure and ward arrangement 
structure allocation and ward arrangement 
n 
Hong Kong Case 2 - Tuen Mun Rehabilitation Block 
60 
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6-bed 4800 4800 7050 




Relationship between structural grid 
and ward arrangements 
for 4-bed cubicle 
- 1 Column grid is same as1 4-bed cubicle 
-Sanitary fitment is concentrated and allocated elsewhere 
for 6-bed cubicle 
- 1 Column grid is smaller than 1 6-bed cubicle, it partially defines 
the cubicle : controlling the width but not the depth 
61 
09 Special Study -Relationship between structure and ward arrangement » 
structure allocation and ward arrangement 
Hong Kong Case 3 - Tseung Kwan O Hospital 
62 
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Structural Grid 
6-bed A 
structure Grid Overlapping with Ward Units 
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6-bed B 






Relationship between structural grid 
and ward arrangements 
1 Column grid ( 1 pair of columns omitted diagonally) 
is same as1 6-bed cubicle 
The 'grid' implies positioning of a cubicle 
Sanitary fitment is concentrated and allocated elsewhere 
or 6-bed B 
1 Column grid is larger than 1 6-bed cubicle, both width 
and depth of a grid is smaller than 1 6-bed cubicle 
-eft over space served as circulation and other small roor 
Structure profile treatment: exposed columns in circular 
form in corridor space 
63 
General Structural Idea 
Column and beam 
Grid in square form 
2 way beam 
Plan view at ground level Plan view at ceiling level 
(precence of beams hindered 
piping) 
General Structural Idea for Hong Kong Cases 












Services (Major pipes) 
(false ceiling implies the service zone) 
User's Space 
(height defined by false ceiling) 
65 
structure allocation and ward arrangement 
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二 者 -
China Case -喪城市中醫院病房大樓 





09 Spec ia l S t u d y - Relationship between structure and ward arrangement 
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Typical Dimensions & Proportion of Cubicle 
3500 
6200 ' M M 
； T 血 » 
Relationship between structural grid 
and ward arrangements 
- 1 Column grid is same as 1 2-bed/3-bed cubicle 
-The decision of the structural grid proportion is the result of 
research of local arrangement of no. of beds in 1 cubicle 
-The structure provides lower floor height which gives a building 
with more floors 
-Adjacent smaller grid is for sanitary fitment and balcony for 
the individual cubicle 
67 
09 Special Study - Relationship between structure and ward arrangement m 
Structural Idea 
Column and beam 
Grid in thin rectangle form 
2 way beam 
Plan view at ground level Plan view at ceiling level 
(Short beam provide shallow 
profile for easier piping) 
Structural Idea for China Case 
68 





Services (Major pipes) 
User's Space 
(height defined by false ceiling) 
69 
09 Special Study -Relationship between structure and ward arrangement » 
structure allocation and ward arrangement 
V 










Typical Dimensions & Proportion of Cubicle 
M M S M 
Relationship between structural grid 
and ward arrangements 
1 grid (defined by 1 pair of shealwalls) is same as four 6-bed cubicles, roughly a 
square form 
.Division the space in 1 grid for 2 6-bed cubicles and 2 4-bed cubicles+ circulation 
space 
.Re-arrangement of partitions/programs can be taken inside the grid 
71 
09 Special Study -Relationship between structure and ward arrangement » 
Structural Idea 
Shear wall and (1 way) beam 
Grid in square form 
Plan view at ground level/ceiling level 
(beam can be either a parapet or 
at ceiling level) 
Structural Idea for Thesis Design Proposal 
72 
Section of typical floor height, size of members and structure allocation 
13200 
As shearwall acts as 1 single element, openings is possible for penetration of services and circulation 
The services space can be the same as the beam's depth, i.e. within the 1.1 m depth 
The services region is integrated with structural depth of horizontal structure (beam) 
: 1 5 0 -
1100 
Horizontal Structure 
+ Services ( Major pipes) 
User's Space 
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Basic Structural Unit Proposed Design 
-Structural design allow possible arrangements 
with services integration without sacrificing additional 
height 
Comparasion of Cases 
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09 Special Study -Relationship between structure and ward arrangement » i 
China Case 
(Prof. ZJX's Design) 
Hong Kong Cases 
-Structural design integrates with 
services with program needs, providing 
efficient structure 
-Structural design did not integrate intensively with 
services, thus resulting high floor to floor height with 
normal usable space for users only 
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1 Research Background 
1.1 Thesis statement 
This thesis explores the relationship between structural setting and space provided for people to use, how and whether structure can 
provide flexibility as well as restriction/guidance of space for users. As end-users do not have the power to alter the structure of a build-
ing, what kind of spaces, how much flexibility for re-arrangement provided by the structure is determined once the building is constructed. 
‘Flexibility’ normally aims at total freedom, but it does not mean that is always the best solution on space provision. If architect can 
plan, predict or shape the spaces for end users, at the same time leave some guides for users to re-partition, re-shape the space in future, 
this will be the best result instead. So the design focuses in how structural components can indicate and define spaces, with possibility to 
re-arrange. 
The program selected in this thesis is a birth centre. It is only chosen as a demonstration of how a design begins with a structural 
idea and ends with providing spaces for expected program use. 
The value/importance of this thesis is to encourage people to consider how flexibility is provided and controlled in architectural do-
mam. 
1.2 Inspirations without architecture 
In other aspects of human living and nature, we can observe different ways of flexibility can be achieved. In most of Hong Kong 
families, they have transformable furniture. That is the result of the consideration of spacing the space, e.g. when the dining table is not in 
used, it is folded so that the volume it occupied is minimized. This is a very useful trick in our daily life, especially in Hong Kong the living 
space is relatively small. In contrast, when there are more people come in for dinner, the table can be even expended so that it cater the 
need for more place to place dishes. We can sense that flexibility is easily achieved at furniture level. 
While in nature, there are different kinds of examples. Hermit crab is a kind of animal that requires empty shells from deceased host, 
and they need to keep replacing shells to cater for their growth. Flexibility in this case is achieved through the replacement with a larger 
shell for larger body size, they have to choose appropriate shells, if they fail to find appropriate shells, they will die easily by predation in 
nature. The body and shell have a close relationship in which the body is keeping growing, and the shell becomes larger by replacement 
of a larger shell. 
1.3 Inspirations within architecture 
Further inspirations within architecture come from understanding and interpretation of building plans. I start to look at typical factory 
plans. It provides a wide open space by a universal column grid. This can be regarded as a simple way to predict and accommodate future 
needs/change of function by providing a big space for users, which is a very conventional interpretation of and achieving a high flexibility. 
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Here flexibility refers to the ability to provide little limitations for users. 
On the contrary, when we look at local private high-rise housing, they have totally preassigned the way people live by fixing the 
room types, giving them a limited choices for ready use. Developers tend to provide a total fitting-out work for the buyers in which 
all partitions, rooms are predetermined for them to use, this also means they shape/limit and forecast buyers living style. In addition, 
structural system that they usually adopt, involving shear walls defines/confines the possible re-adjustment of the room layout. 
In architecture field, indeed there are projects showing the great vision for certain aspects of flexibility. For example, the Nak-
agin Capsule Tower designed by Kisho Kurokawa in 1970s. This design proposed the possible replacement of an entire housing unit 
(capsule). Tower envisioned the realization of metabolism, exchangeability, recyclability as the prototype of sustainable architecture 
However it is also being challenged for whether it is the feasibility for the replacement. In an ideal point of view, the proposal match 
perfectly for the idea of flexibility, provided by possible detachment and reattachment of capsules. While since the workability of this 
kind of flexibility idea is unknown or rather impossible in current architecture technology, this particular research direction is not chosen 
(At least, no replacement work is done even the excepted life span of the capsule is passed. There are be many reasons behind but； 
the fact is that there is a flexibility idea of a building design but it is not utilized and practised at all.) 
1.4 Interpretations of roles of structural components 
Generally speaking, a building can be interpreted in different levels:Site, Structure,Facade,Services,Partitions,Furniture. Among 
these levels, architects participate much in Structure, Facade. Because structure, especially infill structure, determines the setting oul 
and possible arrangement of the interior, this level is chosen as the focus of the study. Structural components normally exist as a stick 
form (e.g. a column) or slab form ( e.g. a shear wall). While there are many ways of interpretations of these forms, e.g. a stick can 
be a tension cable, a circular column, a cross shaped column. It can be interpreted as group of columns, e.g. an array of columns, a 
truss frame. For slab form, it can be a thin slab, a thick shear wall, folded wall. Or can be interpreted as forming a core like interlock-
ing, folded into a square shape creating a core volume. There are intermediates between a pure stick form and a pure slab form, e.g 
a frame with door frame, or a truss formed by stick members but can be perceived a slab. 
As an observation, we can notice the profile of structural members and the assembly of the members can create different results 
It is possible for further manipulations for shaping the space, and relating to structural idea/sense. 
At the beginning of the research, I try to look into different allocations and types of structural elements within a building. As ex-
plained, flexibility of a building is primarily governed by the presence of structure, or we can say the presence of the structure already 
shapes and define possibilities. To study how structure provides flexibility, first I try to understand the nature of structural component 
in defining spaces. There are few aspects to consider how a structure define spaces: 
1 Separating zones, e.g. private-public/private-private/public-public; 
2) Directly/Indirectly separate the space (Indirectly refers to some guideline/suggestions); 
3) Fully/Partially defining a space and whether it defines different spaces in same manner, e.g. same the extent of a structure to 
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define certain spaces is adopted or not; 
4) Types of structure, e.g. shear wall, columns, truss. 
These Interpretations of structure can then formulate methods/inspirations in dealing with different spatial needs by provision of 
structure. The detail case studies conducted in the later part of this research would demonstrate how the demands in both quantity and 
individuality can be achieved in different ways, i.e. great flexibility. 
As end-users do not have the power to alter the structure of building, it is important to consider at structure level to see what kind of 
/ how different spaces that structure can already generate for them to use or provide suggestions/guidelines for them to utilize the space. 
The role of architect is then to provide good depth of design which ends at main space volume of rooms, so that end-users are capable to 
use readily in a comfortable way, and follow how architect plans in a positive way, or apply possible changes when needed. 
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2 Research Progress 
(Discussion on case studies can refer to previous chapters of this booklet) 
2.1 Categorization of infill structure 
The Observation of the two extreme conditions (factory free plan and private high-rise housing) suggest a study on various plans 
for different programs, to see possible intermediates with other methods to allocate the structural components. Cases are chosen 
from different uses with relatively simple plans, including museum, gallery, pavilion, shop, school, office, mass housing, house etc.The 
cases are sources for inspirations as formal composition, as well as structural composition strategy. They are categorized in five main 
types. Some cases are selected for further interpretations to illustrate how flexibility of the design can offer on structure level. They can 
be categorized mainly in follow types: 
Without infill - Structure is located at the peripheral of the building; 
Column - Structure exists as mainly as columns, distributing in the building plan; 
Wall - Structure exists as slab/wall, distributing in the building plan; 
Volume - Structure forming cores or sub-cores in the building plan; 
Varying - Structure profile changes within one level, or structure type changes within a building. 
They can be further divided into sub-types as shown in appendix 2 which provides a bigger picture of how different infill structures can 
be interpreted and understood. 
2.1.1 Conclusion from analysis 
We can see that there many possibilities of how structure member, which is an inevitable element in a building, to incor-
porate inside a building plan. Their existence defines spaces and suggests possible uses. E.g. span between structure suggests the 
size of a room and thus the use of the room; transparency of the structure (e.g. truss vs opaque wall) suggests privacy/activity inside 
the space;location of the members suggest possible partitioning, sliding wall etc. Some of the cases in this exercise are selected for 
further study, and with addition of other cases, focusing on how flexibility can be generated in different ways. 
2.2 Study from 'flexible housing' 
Traditionally, flexibility in architecture, especially in housing, is widely experimented in various ways. In this study, few housing 
cases are collected and interpreted to see if there are any methods or strategies can be concluded for achieving flexibility. 
Flexible arrangements by partitioning etc. provide an advantage for users' preference to change when they want. However, the 
real need of such flexible arrangements, the frequency of employing such measures, the cost of such installing, the maintenance work 
the spaces required for flexible arrangements are important factors in judging the method is efficient. E.g. if users do not require so 
much flexibility, but the designer still provides high degree of flexibility, that would mean such flexibility is under-utilized and somehow: 
waste resources. The real necessity for flexibility and strategies for provision of flexibility are two-levels of design decision and we shall; 
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make clear that in a design, the real necessity should be identified first and then the choice of the strategy. At the same time incorporating 
structural idea so that the overall design can bring out a useful and efficient product for users. 
2.2.1 Flexible arrangements found in cases 
After analysing these cases, we can see that there are few types of flexibility achieved: 
1) By choice of different units; 
2) By movable partitions with in a unit; 
3) By provision of rich choices within a unit; 
4) By providing a big empty space for user's further manipulation. 
Strategies listed here are projecting different attitudes from the architect on planning the living styles for the users. Whether the architect 
provides enough choices; assigns various use of rooms; suggests potential adjustment or partitioning; or provides great freedom up to the 
users (to certain extent this can be interpreted as no planning). These ways do not only differ from the formal layout strategies, but also 
differ from the choice of target users. Whether architects assume users have resources, ability to modify and shape for their own livings, 
or users prefer to have a well planned home for immediate use. 
2.2.2 Structural strategies achieving flexibility 
We can see how flexibility can be achieved. As mentioned, structure also plays an important role of allowing certain 
freedom and suggestions of use. Here we can see how an structure idea works with the flexibility strategies. E.g. a living unit which huge 
amount of shear walls can suggest room and program divisions; a living unit with domino system opens up to user's decision for partition-
ing. Structural components can also suggest what is the infill system for the units. E.g. shear walls already provide a clear spatial divisiorT, 
there can be no further steps to decide how partitioning is placed ( the initial setting by structure should be well designed); while column 
grid suggests the possible location of wall partitions for normal users, in contrast this requires further step taking for a user to actually use 
the unit. How structure infill distributes in the building plan is the key element in providing flexibility for the building. 
In general, for structural components, they can be considered in following characters in terms of providing flexibility: 
- a s a space defining tool 
- a s a tool to provide a wide open space 
-as a suggestion/guideline for partitioning 
- a s an independent member for partitioning 
2.3 Strategy Study from structure to spatial flexibility 
Two cases are chosen to study deeply and represent two different ways of achieving flexibility, through provision of variety and provi-
sion of open space. Both of them used shear wall as main structural e l巧ent as well as main space dividing element, while the suggestion 
of uses and results are dramatically different. 
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2.3.2 Case 1 - Gifu Kitagata Apartments, Sejima Wing 
This case demonstrates how shear wall structure serves as a structural member, defines the room divisions and then 
unit divisions, which results in a rich combination of unit types. At unit level, the structure strongly defines rooms and weakly defines 
zoning. At building level, the structural system allows easy planning for unit combination by controlling the end wall locations. We can 
see that how a simple structural idea assists easily for achieving flexibility. 
2.3.3 Case 2 - Montereau Apartment Housing 
This case demonstrates how structure provides a big free space as a unit for user's participation on further partitioning. 
It relies shear walls heavily as both structural member and unit defining element. If we look at how a shear wall define spaces, we 
can see different parts of the shear wall define different spaces, e.g. defining private units, separating private and public space. Such 
interpretation of structural wall provides an understanding of how structure can relate to zoning organizations, and structure is more 
than just a tool to fight with gravitational force anymore. 、 
2.3.4 Findings and Implications 
In this study, the major focus is the relationship between structural infill and different aspects of flexibility provided. From 
these cases, we can see that how structure relates to flexibility provision. One case is to provide various ready-use unit types, while 
another is to provide 1 type of unit which is free space. There is one critical reason to explain why these extreme strategies are 
adopted, which is choice of the target group. The first case is social housing, targeting for the grassroots people. The second case 
is apartment housing, target for the richer class. The designer of the whole project may first assume how to provide for the best for 
the target, and then to work out by designing a strategy to achieve. 
An important concept is that in reality, provision of high flexibility (in common perspective, it refers to providing a simple 
big space for users) is not always the only solution to achieve the goal. Flexibility can also be interpreted as different choices at dif-
ferent scale, like rooms or units. Under this concept, architects have the rooms for imagining different strategies to provide what is 
the real need for the users, but not always providing free space which is purely shifting the duty of planning of how to divide and use 
spaces by the users. 
From these two cases, we can see that in the consideration of designing flexibility, how flexibility strategy can be provided 
by structure is a key element, at the same time considerations of target group etc. are also factors in judging which kind of strategy 
shall be adopted. The topic 'spatial flexibility from structural constraint' actually refers to a close relationship between the structural 
idea in building design, use of units within the building and the reasoning of provision of any flexibility in the building. 
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3 Research Reflections 
3.1 Meaning and the necessity of flexibility in architecture 
In the study, we can find basically there are four types/methods to achieve flexibility. The research demonstrated how different cas-
es provide different aspects of flexibility. The main reason should be bringing a better quality in usage of spaces. For example, situations 
like Hong Kong face issue of high population density, we are rather familiar with monolithic living spaces/unit types, which is the result of 
meeting the need for large population. But this is a rather basic solution, people do not have great individuality in mass housing. In order 
to provide a better environment, we can try to provide variations for different style and taste. On one hand we can think of providing an 
empty space to let users to do freely, on the other hand we can think of how to create rich choices for people to choose. 
If we can provide flexibilities for users at structural level already, it is a very efficient solution, and we may need only little work on 
the partitioning level, or leave a comfortable freedom for end-users modifications. 
3.2 Potentials for design 
The next stage of this thesis is to propose a design based on the research direction and make use of the research information. The 
case studies here should not act as a mere type-finder, but also a concept builder, meaning that structural types found in case studies 
are not necessarily adopted into a design and a deeper reasoning of the choice of structural system for a particular program is needed. 
The spirit of the design should be a process of thinking, from consideration of program, program needs, flexibility provision and eventu-
ally structural design/contribution for flexibility. Of course, as an design exercise in this thesis topic, these aspects may be considered in 
parallel. 
The research study mainly on the housing program, but the logic thinking behind actually can be extended to other kinds of pro-
grams, as long as a program requires a flexibility needs, which usually have to deal with a large quantity of units. Here ‘requires’ indi-
cates a possible chance to improve, compare with the conventional design strategy. 
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4 Design Phase 
(the text below is for supplementing graphical contents shown in previous sections) 
4.1 Program considerations and selections 
The nature of the program is considered in order to present the possible design strategy developed from the research findings. 
The most important aspect is the need for repetitive units of a program. Traditionally repeating units are solution of meeting a large 
amount of users. However, repetitive units should mean more than just simply multiply, basically because there is no variation for 
users whom have different needs and styles. Design with the consideration of providing flexibility in terms of variations of units can 
improve the quality of spaces such that units can benefit different users. 
So the understanding of the need of each program and function can provide suggestions on how infill structures participate in 
order to shape spaces that fit the needs. In this part, consideration of different project types, their programs and corresponding is-
sues, e.g. Government policy and social issue are taken to see which can provide a testing agent on this thesis topic. 
4.2 Issue and Program descriptions 
In this design proposal, North Lantau Hospital (NLH) Project is chosen as the issue. It suggest a possible development of new 
government hospital, or private hospital with specialized service like medical tourism, or a cooperation between the two. For pri-
vate development, it can benefit Hong Kong's medical development and incorporate with the airport, the new Hong Kong Boundary 
Crossing Facilities located in Lantau Island region etc.. 
Birth centre is chosen for the test. Its complexity of programs can provide opportunities for a demonstration. Ward is the most 
important area for patients that most of their time spent in there, and ward unit types and other arrangement of programs like treat-
ment here take the role of helping the patients. Designing alternatives for their preference/needs are useful to assist their recovery at 
architecture level. Not only consideration for the patients, but also for the staff, e.g. nurse and doctors, as they account for the quality 
brought out for the treatment and care for the patients. Designing the ward units from their arrangement and possible workflow for 
the staff with an elegant structural idea is the main target of this design. 
4.3 Site selection 
The site is located in North Lantau region, a large green land between the two public estates. The location is based on the ex-
act planning from the Government. And the design project assumed the existence of a new public hospital according to the planning. 
4.4 Development of structural strategy 
The design does not take conventional column and beam as a must in the program. Research from Hong Kong conventional 
dimension of cubicles in hospital provides the reference figure of the possible size of the separation between structural member. 
Eventually a long span structure is developed, which can be easily divided and fit for the setting up of cubicles, or providing a large 
space for other activities. It is a shear wall and beam system instead of column and beam system. 
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The existence of the long span structure means there is a formation of a deep beam. It can serve as a parapet when it is placed 
above the floor, or indicates a deep zone for services if it is hung down from the ceiling. Also, the shear wall setting immediately pro-
vides a strong initial spatial definition，comparing to column grid which has a much weaker sense. Openings on shear walls also suggest 
or imply the location of corridor/circulation. Thus different matching of shear wall openings, beam locations creates rich variations and 
possibilities, but at the same time, gives guidance of the partitioning and use of space. 
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5 Conclusion 
5.1 Reflection on research & design outcome 
This thesis tries to explore the 'flexibility' in architecture. We can see in other aspects of human living and nature, flexibility can be 
achieved easily and well established. In architecture field, whether and how flexibility can be provided for people by a building is my* 
research focus. As an idea, 'flexibility' is to describe how much freedom a building can provide. We can interpret flexibility of a build-
ing in 2 main aspects or scales: 1) Within a unit, flexibility refers to the ease of adapting changing needs, like family structure which 
changes according to time may trigger the need for repartitioning; day/night activities require different spatial needs, e.g. in day time 
family members may prefer larger living space and in night time they may prefer larger bedroom space, 2) Within a building, flexibility 
refers to the provision of different types of unit for different users, which have different needs of space. 
When we talk about architecture, in most cases we refer to buildings. When we try to discuss flexibility of a building, we should 
bare in mind that in every building, structure is an inevitable element, normally we do not modify or adjust after the construction work 
is completed. Allocation of structural components /infill is then critical of this topic as they are heavily influenced by the decisions from 
architects and engineers, and their arrangement also determines the setting out and possible arrangement of the interior, no matter^ 
arrangements designed by architects or end-users for future uses, and thus the flexibility of a building. In this regard, the allocation o1 
infill structure is an important element of this thesis that can help to understand how flexibility is generated/executed physically, i.e. how 
flexibility can be carried out. 
And this is the title of this thesis research : Spatial Flexibility by Structural Constraint'. 
While common people may consider 'flexibility' is always good and should be aiming at total freedom for users, this thesis argues 
that in architecture field, 'flexibility' should be controlled in a smart way, and architects should be able to shape the activities for the us-
ers while allowing possibility for users to adapt by themselves easily in future. To design under this theme, the most critical elementi 
is the structural component, which is explained previously. Through the research findings and design outcome, I hope readers can 
consider/re-consider how to provide 'flexibility' in architectural way. 
The design illustrated attempts to demonstrate how a 'flexible design' is achieved from understanding a specific type of program 
to the creation of flexibility in a logical and comfortable way, through the development of a structural idea as the method. The methodol-
ogy developed is universal: from ‘ Understanding/Re-interpreting a need from a type' to 'Improve/Invent an appropriate structural idea 
for the program'. Same design method can be adopted in other building programs. 
The variations/flexibility demonstrated in the design reflects how findings from the research can help in design stage, or suggest 
specific way of design method. The discovery of the flexibility issue suggests explorations in that direction during design stage. Some 
how the structural elements in this design are still conventional - only shear wall and beams, but the way they match or work together^ 
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can provide new experience and guided flexibility, structural elements are no longer a pure engineer's solution for the architect. Instead, 
structure can actively participate in spatial definition, suggestion on program use, even allow possibility for re-arrangement if necessary. 
Finally, as to respond to some comments received regarding the term 'flexibility',I want to stress out again that in an Utopia point of view, 
'flexibility' is somehow a perfect answer for our constantly changing needs, no matter in terms of time, style, family size etc. While in reality, 
we are rather impossible to create such in architectural field, both financially and technologically, also if everything is ‘flexible，’ planners 
are difficult to control and users may lost directions on how they can use the space well. As a role of an architect, we are responsible to 
shape people's living in a positive way, one good way is to let them be guided to use space well, and allow them to consider to re-arrange 
for the changing needs. 
And I hope people may have new thoughts after understanding this thesis. 
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